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Bank Fraud + Verification Automation 
Project

Problem — 

Goals — 

An uptick in cases of users using our service to commit fraud (money 
laundering) forced us to block our bank change feature and direct all client 
bank change requests through a rigorous manual staff verification process. 

(1) Redesign the existing bank change feature to include a secure 
authentication process — allowing for automated approvals that doesn’t 
require staff intervention.


(2) Design an internal workflow feature that allows staff to track and complete 
client bank change requests.

UX/UI Design



As part of our initial research for this feature, 
we roped in a few folks from our Client 
Services Team to create a service blueprint 
to better understand the problem. The goal 
of this was two-fold:



(1) We wanted to understand the ways in 
which users have been commiting fraud 
(user stories); and

(2) We wanted to map out the current 
process for ID and bank verification 
conducted by staff (completely manual).

After creating the initial blueprint and 
conducting a few interviews with staff, we 
presented our findings to the stakeholders. 
We outlined the issues that needed to be 
addressed and ran a workshop with 
stakeholders to define an ideal state for the 
workflow.

Research + Service Blueprinting 
(Current State)

Service Blueprinting (Ideal State) 
Workshop



Here is the service blueprint (current state) 
that I digitally recreated for documentation’s 
sake. This map helped us identify key pieces 
of information that we needed to include in 
the UI to help staff identify fraud quickly and 
accurately.

Current State Service Blueprint



We often run internal usability tests for our 
features. This one was particularly pertinent 
since we could test the design with users 
who be the direct users of the feature.

User Flow (Client)



This was the final set of mobile screens for 
the client bank change + verification flow. 



(Desktop screens available upon request)

Mobile Flows (Client)



Once we identified key pieces of 
information that staff needed to 
validate and process each new 
request, we started card sorting to 
form a basis for the feature’s IA.

Here are some early sketches I did 
to define possible flows and IA 
structures on each screen. 

Content Modelling

Early Sketches



We ran internal usability tests with our client 
services team. This was particularly useful 
since we could test the design directly with 
the users who would be using this feature on 
our admin platform.

Usability Testing



After a few rounds of iterations (and 2 rounds 
of user testing) — I refined the designs to 
this. This flow involves a work queue of 
pending bank requests and a request details 
page where staff can approve or reject each 
request.

Hi-fidelity Mockups



Client Account Transfer Feature

Problem — 

Goals — 

Instead of forcing clients through a long and confusing single-page form, we 
wanted to redesign the Account Transfer experience to be broken up into a 
multi-step (think old-school wizards) workflow.

(1) Break up a form into a multi-step workflow.


(2) Provide clearer UX copy to help reduce user error during form-filling.

UX/UI Design



We often run internal usability tests for our 
features. This one was particularly pertinent 
since we could test the design with the exact 
users who be using this admin feature.

Hi-fidelity Mockups (In progress)

Here are my hi-fidelity mockups for the mobile account 
transfers workflow. All icons/illustrations were created 
by me. I wish I had the original account transfers 
screens to show — this was a huge improvement.



(Desktop screens available upon request)

Account Transfer Workflow



Here are some detailed design 
documentation for a drag-and-drop upload 
component we added to our design system 
as part of the transfers feature.

Micro-interaction Design



Miscellaneous Projects

A collection of various other visual, motion, and illustrations I’ve worked on 
during my time.

Hodgepodge



Here’s a simple “Reminder List” feature that I 
worked on for our mobile app.



Click here to see it in motion.

Motion Design



Here are a few screen caps of WealthBar’s 
Peak design system that I helped build out. I 
was involved in the project since inception.



Check out our wiki @ peak.wealth.bar

Peak Design System

http://peak.wealth.bar


A responsive marketing page that I 
worked on for our ETF Portfolios.



All illustrations, icons, data viz are by me.

Responsive Marketing Pages



Another responsive marketing page that I 
worked on for our Private Investments 
Portfolios.



All illustrations, icons, data viz are by me.

More Responsive Marketing Pages



A few blog illustrations I’ve created over the 
years.

Blog Illustrations

(Top-left) "Looking to save on taxes? You could lock in an income 
splitting loan before April 1”

(Bottom-left) “Tax hacks. Top 5 tips to get the most out of tax season”

(Top-right) “Thoughtful giving: 6 generous gift ideas that aren’t things”



A new brand exploration project that I’ve been 
working on. I was in charge of reimagining our 
mobile app.



Illustrations are not mine. They were done by our 
talented in-house visual designer, Annie Chang.

New Brand Exploration


